A Month Of Meltham AC Racing

May 2021

Actual Racing!
It’s sporadic, it doesn’t really feel right just yet, but it is timed runs over
specified distances—and that’s RACING!!
As stated before, with everything going on I’m going to struggle to keep
abreast of everything, so the more you let me know what you’ve been up to,
the better...
But before all that, just a quick update on club…
Tuesdays will remain meeting at the traditional time of 7.15
Thursdays will meet at 6.15 and we will continue to review over the summer.
We accept that it’s half term coming up, so numbers may be a little up and
down, but if you are reading this then you are a member of MAC, so please
look after the new runners who have been coming up. Explain our groupings
and just have a chat! Membership details will be firmed up over the next two
Committee meetings (if not before). Now, back to the racing...

In Case You Missed It...
Sara Lewis powering to
20th (3rd female) at the
Brighouse 10k (46.34)

Three
blokes
at
Hoppits Hill (always a
favourite)…
Steve Whalley first
back in 70th 27.27;
Paul Elliott 29.04 for
93rd
and
Jeff
(lockdown
pounds)
Miller 130th 34.34

The weather at the Staveley
Lakeland Trail was as dodgy as the
final results, with Christian Lloyd
coming clean that his 14th placing
seemed highly unlikely, based on
the fact many runners overtook
him…but everyone had smiles on
their faces and uminous t shirts to
take home…
For the record:
14th Christian Lloyd 1.37.19;
27th Graeme Lee 1.43.46;
33rd Sara Lewis 1.45.19;
37th John Gray 1.46.37;
74th Paul Elliott 1.53.48
For a race with 345 runners that’s
not a bad showing at all!

Harewood Trail Half
Well was early start for me, Sara picked
up at 6.45 Saturday 22 May to go to Harewood House for our half marathon trail
race. Nice morning, not raining for a
change; got there early like I always do.
When we got there weather nice for
running; in our social distance, time to go
was 9.17 so we’re off, ran together for
good while. Scenery was great, ground
wet but ok. Got a couple of miles in, I was
in front of Sara running through woods up
a few hills, so it said more like humps, then Sara got her second wind and past me
up through lovely bluebell woods. At this point both of us had past lots off runners
that started before us, so felt good.
I could see Sara in front off me so said to my self ‘keep her in my sights and I’ll be
ok’ as we been running a lot together so know how far away for her to be. Got to
opening back towards house, it was very wet under foot, so past through filter for
second lap. Felt great at this point, took my gloves off to throw them to Gill who
always comes to watch me. So second lap same as first, still great scenery, more
runners on course now so had to wind in and out, but felt great as got back to field
and could see Sara, so knew wasn’t far off finish; put my foot down got a bit closer
to Sara but she wasn’t being caught. Crossed finish line 53 seconds after Sara so
don’t think did too bad. Sara time 1.52.06 my time 1.52 59 - that’s also half
marathon Pb for me so well happy. Went home to rest for Windmill 6 on Sunday

(thanks John Gray)

The following day was the Windmill 6 - a fast 10k
with a cheeky little climb.
39th John Gray 46.28; 41st Sara Lewis 46.46; 75th
Anna Hazelton 53.10; 83rd Paul Gandy 54.18;
121st Allie Lamb 64.17.
I’m guessing the bloke in blue was Matthew Croughan (31st 45.27 under MAC)

Marathon Day… Brathay Windermere Marathon, 23.5.21
The idea of running a marathon
randomly popped into my head
during the January lockdown after
a long run round the Meltham Way
with Rach. It seemed a pretty safe
bet on several counts, as the race I
fancied doing looked unlikely to go
ahead even if my body managed to
last through the training schedule.
So it felt like a safe bit of
purposeful winter training with just
a vague aspiration towards a race
at the end of it.
I had a look online for training
plans, having previously failed with
a diy attempt in 2015, and settled
on a Runner’s World ‘intermediate’
plan. Although I hadn’t run further than 17 miles in a race before, the ‘beginners’
schedule, aimed at novices trying to get round the course, seemed a bit easy. The
‘intermediate’ was a step up in seriousness, with hill and sprint training mixed in
amongst ever lengthening mileage. The first triumph, therefore, was completing the
training plan without too many hitches. Rach gradually came on board, initially
coming out for the weekend ‘long runs’ then eventually entering the race as she was
training for it. In total, I covered 621 miles between the end of January and race
day, which equals a year’s worth of ‘normal’ running and racing, covering an
‘eventful’ little spell in life and giving me a nice sense of structure and purpose. And
completing the final training run on schedule the day before race day felt pretty
brilliant. Mission accomplished!
Everything seemed to fall into place with the race, as changes in Government rules
meant that the proposed date of 23 May began to look more viable, and by
mid-April, the Brathay Trust nailed their colours to the mast and the race was on.
Their optimistic date turned out to be the first Sunday it could go ahead. The stars
had lined up.
No one told the weather about this, and Cumbria duly produced one of those
gruesome late spring days that usually leaves you sheltering in a pub in sopping
walking gear. As we drove down to the start at Brathay, the heavens opened with
that bouncing rain, and more was forecast throughout the day. Our first 12 miles
included a start in a monsoon wearing coats, which slacked away to drizzle (coats
removed on the hoof), an intense hail storm and several short and sharp downpours,
which seemed to last about as long as it took to think ‘I’m going to have to get my
coat back out of the bag’. I had been looking forward to finally enjoying a long run
without my little rucksack, but the weather scuppered that. The extra layer seemed a
sensible precaution against possible hypothermia. The first half was grim, weather
wise.

The marathon started in a socially distanced way, with groups of 40 heading off at 5
minute time intervals over the course of 2 hours. I booked the same start time with
Rach, and we headed off with the intention of running the first 15 miles together at
a steady pace and then seeing how the latter part of the race went. It was a nice
social chatty pace, talking to other runners as we went, and the staggered start
meant the road was nice and empty, either overtaking slower runners (including a
bloke dressed as a rhino) or being burned off by gangly youths. We settled down
into a strung out group with a lady in bright leggings, another from Clowne RC and a
couple of blokes who we kept swapping positions with.
Just after the turn at Newby Bridge, I took advantage of an open field gate and
stepped out for a wee, returning to find Rach almost out of sight up the road. It took
a good mile to reel her back in, and as I caught her, she told me to keep going, so I
left her behind. The course at this point was seriously ‘undulating’, with lots of steep
hills heading up towards Bowness. It was hard going, plodding and noting the mile
markers as they came up. 16… 17… Soon, we spat out into Bowness through a large
crowd of cheering people, at which point Rach reappeared alongside. As we snaked
through the back streets in town, I seemed to lose her again. Ah well. I was
beginning to think we’d make it round together.
All the way round the course, the support from folks in hi-viz vests and members of
the public was fantastic. I haven’t raced since early 2020, and had rather forgotten
what it was like to be randomly cheered, applauded, encouraged and ribbed by
members of the public. It was almost overwhelming at points and I felt a bit choked
up by it all.
On the second part of the course, the quicker runners began to pile past. The
organisers had encouraged them to start later, so with some regularity a tall angular
youth would come steaming past, typically sporting a pair of those hyper-expensive
cheaty Nike shoes. It was my first sight of these being used in anger, and they
seemed the default shoe for the speedy lads. They looked terrible though, producing
a strange rocking gait with the ankles turning in. Yep mate, your form is shit, I
thought as another 6 foot 4 bloke hurtled past in his £250 shoes. They also produced
a slight odd ‘flapping’ noise, as if the runner was wearing flippers. I think I’m
probably not quick enough over this distance for there to by any point in getting
some, but if I start to push my 10k time again, then… maybe. Marginal gains and
whatnot.
The route turned out onto the main
road to Ambleside and was mainly
downhill now, so it was just a case
of digging in, emptying the head of
extraneous thoughts and running.
Every time another ‘it’s only 4 more
miles and that’s the same as…’
thought cropped up, it was parked
again. Run. Focus. Form. Pick your
sodding legs up. I managed to do
the whole thing with a pretty
empty head, which made it rather
easier, I guess. I’m not running
another one with a busy mind as
an experiment, though.

I was looking forward to turning into Ambleside, as Kath was marshalling at the 25
mile marker. As I approached her spot, glory be, Rach came alongside and then
overtook as I stopped to give Kath a kiss. It then seemed that I couldn’t reel her
back in over the final mile, but once turning onto Brathay, there was a very steep
climb up to the finish, just over the brow of a hill, and she was reduced to a walk, so
I managed to haul myself back on terms and we crossed the line together, holding
hands. This was pretty much by accident, but as our training was so similar, I guess
we were likely to finish near each other. But it was fitting to cross the line together.
The time was rapidly texted to our phones, revealing that we had run an identical 4
hours 14 minutes and 9 seconds. This is of course above the desirable ‘4 hour’ mark
and therefore counts as slow on paper, but given the course and the continual
undulations and brutal hills at mile 7 and mile 20, it’s not as bad as it first looks. In
total, there is 1,900 foot of ascent on the course, so it was never going to be a quick
blast. A subsequent study of the seasoned marathon runners who finished around us
on ‘RunBritain’ (I know, what a saddo!) showed them to be all running around the
3:45 mark and it felt like we would have gone about half an hour faster on the flat.
I’m in no particular hurry to test the hypothesis, though. And Rach incidentally
bested her marathon pb by some 20 minutes compared to the flat of Chester. All
that training!
Non-runners often ask about how my knees are, as ‘running knackers your knees’
seems to be a popular (but erroneous) myth. The knees are indeed fine, but the
ankle I twisted playing football in the 1980’s grumbles once a run goes into double
figures, while a sore shin on the opposite leg began to bother me in the last week or
so before the race. Both will settle down with a bit of a rest.
Moving forward, the ‘never again’ feeling is already fading and being replaced with a
‘what would my flat time be’? I really enjoyed the training, so maybe next winter, I’ll
be back on the TPT… or maybe not.
Finally, thanks to my sponsors who raised over £500 which will provide urgently
needed medical treatment in Nepal. Cheers everyone!

Two hard local races took place on
the same day at the end of May,
with West Nab and the Cake Race
attracting some hardy runners in the
kind of heat and sun we haven’t
seen for ages
Steve Whalley felt the pain of the
constant ups and downs of the Nab
No official results yet, and from the
Strava route the race course
appears
to
have
changed
significantly, with the Nab actually
being the first climb rather than the
last..
Over the hill was the longer, but
equally leg sapping Cake Race, with
good times posted by Mark and Sarah in a quality field.
93rd Mark Hoath 1.37.16
102nd Sarah Brewer 1.39.42

